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Segmentation of a digital image aims to identify an object within 
an image and consequently to partition the image in a reasonable 
way. The presented method makes use of a function which 
measures the similarity between pixels based on a user-defined 
criteria. The algebraic, fuzzy-logical and topological background 
will be sketched and examples will be presented. The method is 
implemented and its application, advantages and deficiencies will 
be discussed.

Dr. Jan Pavlík is a professor at Brno University of Technology, Brno, 
Czeck Republic. Jan teaches general courses of mathematics and 
mathematical logic in the Institute of Mathematics at the Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering of Brno University of Technology. His fields 
of research cover various areas of discrete mathematics, algebra, 
category theory, and digital geometry.
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AAA is a 113-year-old brand that has provided safety, security and peace of 
mind for generations of American families. However, advances in technology 
are challenging the core services that define the AAA brand. From road service 
to insurance, and travel to TripTiks, AAA is competing with brick and mortar 
companies as well as companies born in the Internet age. 
Frank D’Arrigo, Director of Technology for AAA Western and Central New York, 
will discuss the evolution of the AAA brand and the application of behavioral 
analytics as AAA reaffirms its relevancy to its members. By using data 
modeling and data mining technologies and processes, AAA is able to improve 
member acquisition and retention and enhance up-sell/cross-sell opportunities 
across multiple business lines.

Frank D’Arrigo has held numerous executive positions within AAA Western 
and Central New York to include Database management, Marketing, Business 
Intelligence and Information Technology Operations.
Previously, he was a technology architect for a large financial services call 
center. Prior to that, Frank was the Assistant Vice Provost for Undergraduate 
Education at SUNY Buffalo. He is a graduate of the University at Buffalo 
with undergraduate and graduate degrees in Geography with a focus in 
International Trade and World Investment and Urban and Regional Analysis.


